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Abstract:

Many textbooks give a short and inadequate discussion of

kurtosis, and the literature oontains much oontroversy on what kurtosis
measures.

In this article Hampel's influence function is used to gain sore

understanding of the usual kurtosis coefficient, Le., the standarized
fourth m::xrent, as well as sore al ternative measures of kurtosis •
•
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1.

INrRO[)UCrrON

The concept of kurtosis can be found in statistics b;)oks at all
levels.

For example, Levin's (1984) precalculus text teaches the

distinction between mesokurtic, leptokurtic, and platykurtic distributions.
The treatment of kurtosis is often quite short and usually fails to give
much understanding.
The fundamental problem, as Bickel and Lehmann (1975) have noticed, is
that there is no agreement on what kurtosis rreasures.

Sane authors, e. g.

Levin (1984) and Kendall and Buckland (1971) claim that kurtosis measures
"peakedness" versus "flatness".

Darlington (1970) emphasizes that the

opposite of "peaked" is bimodal.

A flat distribution is intermediate

between these extremes.

The terms "peaked", "flat", and "bimodal"

unfortunately under-emphasize the dependence of kurtosis on tail behavior.

,

Chissan (1970) cautions that "a rrajor emphasis must be placed on the tails
of the distribution in the determination of the fourth no:nent."

Johnson

and Katz (1985) say that kurtosis is a rneasure of deviation fran normality
depending on the relative frequency of values either near the rrean or far
fran it to values an intermediate distance fran the rrean.
Even an accurate definition such as Johnson and Katz's (1985) only
provides a rough qualitative understanding of kurtosis.

What are missing

are the specification of the ranges defining the peak, flanks, and tails

•

and an indication of the relative importance of these ranges in determining
kurtosis.
In this article, Hampel's (1968, 1974) influence function provides a
quantitative understanding of kurtosis.

Kurtosis is often thought to
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measure nonnormality, and the influence function shows precisely how
kurtosis changes with slight deviations from the Gaussian distribution.
Interestingly, Darlington (1970) independently discovered the influence
function of the standard kurtosis coefficient after the influence function
was avai lable in an unpublished thesis (Hampel, 1968) but before its
publication (Hampel, 1974).
(1970) discussion.

t

In this article, we elaborate on Darlington's

Moreover, here the influence function is found for some

alternative measures of kurtosis and is used to compare them.
Besides quantitatively analyzing the meaning of kurtosis, this article
can serve as an introduction to the influence function, an extremely
important tool in the theory of robustness (Huber 1981) and diagnostic
statistics (Cook and Weisberg 1982 and Belsley, Kuh, and Welsch 1980).

2.

THE INFLUENCE FUNCfIOO
\

The influence function of a statistical functional was developed by
Hampel (1968, 1974) to study the behavior of estimators when the data
deviate slightly from an assumed statistical model.

A statistical

functional is defined as a map from a set of probability distributions to
the real numbers.

The mean, for example, is the functional p(.) on the set

of distributions with finite first moment defined by
p(F) = ~oo

-00

u dF(u) •

•

The variance and fourth central moment,

= ~oo

-00

and

(u -

p(F»2 dF(u)
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•

11 (F) = ~oo
(u - 11(F»4 dF(u) ,
-00
4
are also statistical functionals, as is the usual kurtosis coefficient
)«F) = 11 (F) /0- 4 (F) .
4
Many estimators are obtained by applying a statistical functional to the
empirical distribution function.

To see how a functional T(.) is changed

by minor deviations from F, we cOlll>ute the "directional derivatives" of T
at F.

Let G be another distribution and define F
8

o < 8 < 1.

= (1~)F

+

8 G for

Then
T(F;G)

= 1 jm
8vO

is the derivative of T at F in the direction towards G.
If G = bx where bx is point mass at the value x, F~
is F with
v
contmninants at x and 8 is the proportion of contmnination. Then T(F;b x )
is called the influence function of T at F and x;
IF(x;F,T)

= T(F;b x )

.

Typically T(F;G) is linear in G and in particular if G is the discete
distribution with probability mass

P1""'~

at values

x1""'~

then

T(F;G)

Therefore, the influence function also shows the effect of contmninants at
several values

x1""'~'

In some cases it is easier or more desirable to calculate the
influence function of log T rather than T itself.

Since the influence

function is an ordinary one-sided derivative of a function of 8, elementary

- 5 calculus implies that
IF(x;F,log T)

= IF(x;F,T)!T(F)

,

so that IF (x; F, log T) rreasures the relative dlange in T at f.

3•

'!HE INFLlENCE FUNCI'ION OF

THE KURrOSIS OOEFFICIENI'

We will confine our discussion to symmetric distributions since
asymmetric deviations fram normality are better studied by statistics other
than kurtosis.

Let

F and G be symmetric distributions with finite fourth

rocments and define F€

=

(1-€)F + € G.

=a

Then 1-1 (F €)

for all €, so that

and

(1)

d

-log
d€+

New define Jtx = .5 (bx +
equal probability.

b_x ).

Jtx represents a contaminant at ±.x with

Then letting G

= Jtx

in (1) we define the symmetric

influence function of log )( as
X -1-1 (F)

2 (x2_~2 (F»

1-14 (F)

~2(F)

4

(2)

SIF(x;F,log )()

=

4
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Multiplying (2) by

4

)< = 11 (F)/<r (F)

4

obtained by Darlington (1970).
If\

distribution~.

f

Since

-

114(~)

gives SIF(x;F,)<), which was already

Now let F be the standard normal

=3

and

<r

2

(F)

x4-3

SIF(x;~, log

)<) = - - - - - - =
3

and SIF(x;~,)<)

= 1,

= (x 2-3)2_ 6.

1

As noted by Darl ington (1970), SIF(x;~,)<) is

negative for Ixl in (.7420,2.334) and positive elsewhere.

We can identify

the peak as the range Ixl < .7420, the flanks as .7420 < Ixl < 2.334, and
the tails as Ixl > 2.334.

OUtliers in both the tails and at the peak

increase the kurtosis and outliers in the flanks decrease it.

~
•

SIF(x;~,log )<) is graphed in Figure lover the range 0 < x < 3.
SIF(x;~,log

)<) grows quarticly in x and has values 54.33, 159.33, and

298.00 at x

= 4,5,

and 6, respectively.

It is clear that the location of

tail outliers is much more important than their frequency.
one percent contamination at Ixl

= 4 will

increase kurtosis by roughly the

same amount as five percent contamination at Ixl
range, Ixl < .7420,

SIF(x;~,log

For example,

= 3.

Also, in the peak

)<) has a maximum of 1 at x

= O.

Outliers

at the peak have far less influence than those in the extreme tails, and )<
is primarily a measure of tail behavior, and only to a lesser extent of
peakedness or its opposite bimodality as Darlington (1970) suggests.
Darlington did not comment on the tail behavior of

SIF(x;~,)<),

but as we

can see from (2) tail behavior is essential for an understanding of )<.
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O1'HER MEASURES OF KURI'OSIS

'rtle usual definition (see Johnson and Katz 1985) that kurtosis is

whatever

)<

measures is clearly inadequate if one seeks alternative

measures of kurtosis.

Bickel and Lehmann (1975) define a measure of

kurtosis as any "suitable" ratio of scale functionals.
functional T is a scale functional if T(G)
F«x-~)/e),
Arrj

e

~

=

A nonnegative

Ie IT(F) when G(x)

=

0, i.e., if T is location invariant and scale equivariant.

ratio of scale functionals is location and scale invariant.

The

question of what is "suitable" is not addressed by them, though we will
propose an answer later.
Hogg (1974) has suggested a measure of tail weight based on "ooter
means".

Let qp(F)

= F-1 (p)

be the p-th quantile of F, and for 0

<p

~

.5

define
00

Up(F)

= ~q1_p(F)

•

u dF(u)

and
L

P

(F)

=~

q

(F)

p

u dF(u)

-00

U and L are the tail means and measure the weight of the upper and lower
p

tails.

p

Up(F) - Lp(F) is a scale functional that is pirticu1arly sensitive

to tai 1 weight when p is small, and

op (F) = {Up (F)

- L (F)}/{U 5(F) - L. (F)}
p
•
5

is a location and scale invariant measure of tail weight.

Hogg (1974) uses

0. 2 (F), which he calls 01 , to chose the trinming fraction of an adapti vely
tr irrmed mean.

- 8 Since F is assumed. to be synmetric a1::x:>ut 0, Qp (F)

= Up (F) jO. 5 (F) •

Huber (1981) shows that the influence function of qp is
p - I (x

IF (Xi F ,q )
P

where f (x)

=

< qp (F »

= ------==--f (qp(F»

(d/dx)F(x), whence the synmetric influence function for x > 0

is

=
for p

~

.5.

((p-.5) - .5 l(x

< qp(F»}/f(qp(F»

Then by a standard calculus argurrent

= -SlF (xiF,ql_p)ql_p(F)f (ql_p(F) )

SlF(XiF,Up)

= .5
Therefore for x

~~_p(F)

+

u d<llx-F ) (u)

max{x,ql_p(F)} - {(.5-P)Ql_p(F) + Up(F)} •

> 0 the synmetric influence function of log Qp is
SlF(Xi F,log Q )
p

(3)

=

[.5/Up (F)]max{X,ql_P(F)}

-[.5/U. (F)]X - (.5-P)ql_P(F)!Up(F).
5
This function is piecewise linear with a corner at ql_p(F) where it reaches
its minimum.

For p = .2 and F = ~ we have

SIF(Xi~,Q.2)

= 1.7865

which is negati ve on .480
minimum at x
Both

)<

=

.842

max(x,.842) - 1.2539x - .90256,

< Ix I < 1. 701 and [X>si ti ve elsewhere and has a

= ~1(.8)i see figure 2.

and Q. 2 are increased by outliers in the tails and the peak

and are decreased by outliers in the flanks.
flanks of ~ are .7420

< Ixl < 2.334 for

)<

Ha-lever, as we have seen the

and .480

< Ixl < 1. 701 for Q. 2 •

- 9 The rrost important difference between

)<

and Q. 2 is that as x -? co

SU'CX;~,K) is of order x 4 blt SIFCX;~,Q.2) is ooly linear in x.

Both K

and Q. 2 are sensi ti ve to the location of tail ootliers as well as their
fr~uency,

b..1t K is much rrore sensitive.

A kurtosis measure with a bounded SIF is desirable fram a roblstness
viewpoint, especially if one is primarily interested in measuring
peakedness or its opposite, bimodality.

As Hildebrand <1971> points out,

K does measure bllnodality for distribltions whose tail behavior cannot
dominate K, such as the syrrmetric beta distribltions.

Hcwever, arrong the

symmetric gamma distribltions Hildebrand found a bimodal distribltion with
kurtosis equal to 3, the same as~.

A little reflection shows that for a

kurtosi s measure with unbounded SIF, one can construct a bimodal
distribution with an arbitrarily large value of that measure.
To construct a bounded-influence kurtosis measure, one can take the
ratio of two robust scale functionals, for example two interfractile
ranges.

For 0

< P <6 <

~,pCF)

.5 we define

= {ql_pCF)

- q p CF)}/{ql_6 CF ) - Q6 CF )} •

If F is synmetric about 0, then

Horn (1983) proposed
rnt p = 1 - P/CQP+.5CF)f(0»

o<P <

.5, as a measure of "peakedness".

Since f

,
(Q)

== €/F-l (€

+ .5) =

€/Qe+.5(F) if € is small,
rnt p == 1 - p/[6 R. 5- ,.5-P]
6

so that Horn's measure is alrrost a rronotonic function of R. 5-6, 5-p if: 6

•
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The syrrmetric influence function of log R A

is close to •5 .

D'P

is

(4)

•

.5-~-.5

.5-p-.5 I(X<P
(F»
l -P

f
At F

= ~,

~

= .3,

and p

SIF(Xi~,log R. ,.1)

3

=

= .1

I(X<ql_/\(F»

(ql-~ (F) )ql-~ (F)

this becanes

.6814 + 2.744 l(x < .524) - 2.2236 l(x ~ 1.282) ,

which is graphed in figure 3.

RA

D'P

and therefore Horn's rot

p

are measures

of both peakedness and tail weight, rot the influence of tail outliers is
bounded, so as intended they are much better measures of
peakedness/bimodality than >< or Qp.

5.

DIsaJSSION

It should now be clear why there has been little agreement on what
kurtosis represents.

Many writers have sought a simple explanation of

kurtosis, rot kurtosis is cx:rnplex.

>< and its alternatives Q and RA
p
D'P

are large for peaked and/or heavy-tailed distrirotions rot are decreased by
excessive flanks, with flatness and bimodality corresponding to rooderate
and extremely heavy flanks, respectively.

studied, there appear to be

00

Arrong the functionals we have

plre measures of either peakedness or tail-

behavior, only measure cx:rnbining both.
We are now in a position to suggest a general definition of measures
of kurtosis:

a kurtosis measure is any location and scale invariant

measure T such that for any symnetric F at which T (F) and SIF (Xi F, T) are

- 11 defined, there exist positive numbers a

< b depending on F and T with the

property that SIF (XiF,T) is negative if a
or

Ixl > b.

< IxI < b and p:>siti ve

By equations (2) and (3), K and Q

p

according to this definition.

if

Ix I < a

are kurtosis rreasures

By equation (4), SIF(XiF,RA

~,p

first downward and then upward, as x goes fran 0 to

00.

) jumps twice,

Hcwever, whether

the jumps are fran p:>si ti ve to negati ve and then back to positi ve depends
on the value of fat ql_p(F) and ql-.6(F).

Therefore, our definition of

kurtosis does not include R A •
~,p
I t is imp:>rtant that T be scale invariant or else ooe ends up
measuring diSPersion as well as peakedness and tail behavior.

Birnbaum

(1943) rrade such an error in defining the notion that ooe randan variable
is "rrore peaked" than another.
Ratios of scale functionals are location and scale invariant.

If

"suitable" rreans having a SIF with the al::x:>ve property, then our general
definition includes that of Bickel and Lehmann (1975).

Ours but not theirs

also includes monotonic increasing transformations of such ratios such as
)< and Horn's rreasure of peakedness.
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